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“Please check whether you have got the right question paper.” 

  I) Q.1 from section A and Q.6 from section B are compulsory 

II) Solve any two questions from remaining in each section. 

III) Draw diagrams or graphs wherever required. 

IV) Figure to the right indicates full marks. 

SECTION A 

Q 1  Attempt any five (10) 

 1 Write the following set in tabular form 

a) A={x:x
2
=9} 

b) B={x:x is multiple of 3 and 0<x<20} 

 

 2 Determine the power set P(A) of the set a={1,2,3, }  

 3 Explain conditional probability with example   

 4 Let A={   }.construct the following sets  

a){  }-A              b)A P(A) 

 

 5 Explain associative law of sets.  

 6 Let U={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} and suppose that C={5,6,7,8,9} & D={1,3,5,7,9} find the following 

subsets of U  

A) (C   D) 

B) (C-D) 

 

 7 What is the biconditional proposition explain with example.  

 8 Let K(x): x is man’, L(x): “x  is Mortal” M(x):”x is an integer, N(x):” either positive or negative” 

express the following using quantifiers 

a) all man are mortal  

b) any integer is either positive or negative  

 

Q2  a) Prove the DE-Morgan’s law. (07) 

 b) Certain questions are given to the three independent students A, B and C to solve. A solve 25%, B 

solve 50% and C solve 40% of questions given to them. What is probability that the questions will 

be solved? 

(08) 

Q3 a) Prove by mathematical induction n
3
+2n is divisible by 3 for all n ,1 (08) 

 b) Verify the proposition (pvq) ^ ( p^ q) is a contradiction. (07) 

Q4 a) Show that t is a valid conclusion froms the premise p        r, r       and pvt. (08) 

 b) Explain universal & existential quantifiers with example.  (07) 

Q5 a) Show that  y x p(x,y)  … x y p(x,y) (07) 

 b) Rewrite the following argument using quantifiers, variables and predicate symbols 

1. All birds can fly. 

2. Some men are genius. 

3. Not all birds can fly. 

4. There is a student who likes mathematic but not geography 

(08) 

  SECTIONB  

Q6  Attempt any five. (10) 

 1 If a= {2, 3, 4} and B= {5, 6}. Determine all function from A to B  

 2 Let R be a relation on the set A= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} defined by R={(a,b) € AXA:4 divides a-b} 

a) list the elements of R 

b) find the range of R 

 

 3 Find the hamming weight of the given words. A) 1010101 b)1110011  

 4 Define triple repetition code with example  

47b2c57c22e1ebc7ed56ceacbdc565fc



 5 Let A={a,b}, B= { , }, C={1,2} find Cartesian  product of (AXB) XC  

 6 What are homomorphism and isomorphism of group?  

 7 Let A= {7, 8, 9}, determine all the partitions of the set.  

 8 Define integral domain and field.  

Q7 A Explain pigeonhole principle with example   (07) 

 B If  A={1,2,3,4,5,6} and relation  

R={(1,1),(1,5),(2,2),(2,3),(2,6), 

        (3,2),(3,3),(3,6),(4,4),(5,1), 

        (5,5),(6,2),(6,3),(6,6)} 

Show whether R is equivalent relation and find equivalences classes of R. 

(08) 

Q8 a) What is chain and antichain? Explain with example. (07) 

 b) Let A=B={1,2,3,4} define function f:A B such that 

i) f is one to one and onto 

ii) f is neither one to one nor onto 

iii) f is onto but not one to one 

iv) f is one to one but not onto  

(08) 

Q9 a) What is ring, explain with example (07) 

 b)  (A, ) be a semigroup, for every a and b in A, if a  b than a*b b*a 

i) show that for every a in A, a*a=a 

ii) show that for every a,b in A, a*b*a=a 

iii) show that for every a,b,c in A, a*b*c*=a 

(08) 

Q10 A Explain parity check and generator matrix (07) 

 B Consider the encoding function E:B
2
 B

6
 defined by 

E(00)=000000 

E(10)=101010 

E(01)=010101 

E(11)=111111  

Find the minimum hamming distance between the code words. Find the no. of error which can be detected 

and corrected. 

(08) 
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